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Prepare to be blown away!
The Eastman School of Music Summer@Eastman program offers students and the
community an individualized and world-class music education experience.
Choose between residential music programs and camps for middle and high school
students, week-long institutes and workshops for adults, and collegiate classes in
Music Education, Music History, and Music Theory.

June 25 – August 3, 2018

summer.esm.rochester.edu | summer@esm.rochester.edu
(585) 274-1074 or toll-free (84 4)) 820-3766
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the prelude / le prélude
editorial / éditorial

Leslie Linton

This edition of the Canadian Music Educator features a variety
of topics including profiles of the winners of the 2017 CBC MusiCounts Music Classroom Challenge, a history of the devopment of the wind band ensemble, peer reviewed article on the
comparison between multicultural education and multicultural
music education, how self-esteem can be positively affected
through music participation, and a reflection on teaching unfamiliar aspects of the curriculum
The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) and MusiCounts Music Classroom Challenge is the subject of the Canadian Music in Education article by Mary Kennedy. She has
profiled 4 of the 6 winners of the 2017 competition, noting that
they are from both coasts; 2 from St. John’s, Newfoundland,
and 2 from Victoria, British Columbia. Kennedy humourously
suggests that there must be something in the water at two of
Canada’s coasts – but later concludes that it might be due to
dedication, imagination, and hard work. Over 500 entries were
received for the 2017 competition. Winning schools received
recording gear worth over $5000, along with the chance that
the CBC will select their video to air during the 2018 Pyeong
Chang Winter Olympics television coverage.
The wind band ensemble has been a beloved tradition in
schools across Canada for decades, however, its historical roots
and development is generally not part of general music history.
Mark Tse’s article provides a history of the wind band ensemble within the Western Art Music genre. He combines various
perspectives in an interesting way, suggesting reasons for those
who still adopt a modernist paradigm towards wind band
music, educational music, and performances. Through examining the factors that have contributed to predominant values and
attitudes that have hindered its development, he concludes that
there is a future for the wind band ensemble by moving into the
21st century and a post-modern mindset.
Multicultural music education and the many complicated
facets connected to philosophical approaches and pedagogies is
not a new topic among teachers and scholars. Francisco Reyes,
however, offers a different perspective in his peer-reviewed article. He compares multicultural music education to general multicultural education. This comparison highlights the core
differences between how the fields of music education and general education have deviated in delivery of programming. Reyes
presents the benefits and challenges of merging or adopting the
aims of general multicultural education, while acknowledging
2 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

that a major shift in thinking would be required at all levels of
education.
Self-esteem, self-worth, self-acceptance, and self-identity are
all ways in which people build a healthy mental and emotional
life. Dr. Amy-Cortés and Shulammite Chow present literature
describing the importance of self-esteem, as the risk of developing various mental health illnesses is high for those with low
self-esteem. Using music therapy and specialized music programs, they describe how emotion regulation, resilience, and
identity increases through participation in music.
Katherine Fraser is a music teacher in the Toronto area. She
describes her process towards teaching outside of her comfort
zone, referring to it as teaching what you don’t know. She was
trained as most of us were; formal education in Western Art
music (as a requirement for entrance in undergraduate music
programs, and subsequent teacher accreditation programs), and
yet the curriculum documents require her to teach much more
than what she has experienced. This article provides inspiration
to those who are unsure about teaching new areas by participating in local innovative outreach programs, and, most significantly, learning (or leading) alongside your students.
I wish everyone a great spring, and happy teaching!

Leslie
CMEA/ACME
Corporate Members
help to support music education across Canada.
Please visit the Corporate Members page on the
CMEA/ACME web site for a complete listing.

For more information on the benefits of
becoming a Corporate Member contact
Gena Norbury: journal@cmea.ca
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president’s message / une lettre de la présidente

Helen Coker

Greetings from historic Woodstock Ontario! I am fortunate to
live and work in historic buildings within a few blocks of each
other. The 170 year old house has many positives to outweigh
the challenges such as 12 foot ceilings and original plaster work
but in the historic school, sometimes the challenges outweigh
the positives. Yes, I love having an auditorium but I don’t love
my tiny music room.
Having a small space has forced me to clean and organize
the room as well as my storage space. Rearranging the layout of
the room improved traffic flow and shuffling the instrument organization on the shelves has greatly saved space and makes taking a visual inventory much easier. Now all of the brass
instruments are together, the clarinets are in a row and all of the
shelves have labels. Students do not need reminders to put instruments back in the right place and it’s very easy for them to
help keep the room tidy.
Since my school is quite old, (it was built in 1939), many of
my instruments and the materials date from that time and a
great deal from the 50s and 60s. Yes, there are some great pieces
from that time but method books have changed a lot over the
decades! We cleared even more space by recycling some of these
old books, the art teacher gladly took some for collages but
most of the dusty old resources left the building. Our final task
that we just completed was to clean and organize the filing cabinets full of music. Tossing photocopies and tidying the file folders has allowed me to find some true gems and some other
“gems”. No-one will miss the 1970 medlies and in the meantime, we found some wonderful old arrangements that suit the
unusual instrumentation of my orchestra.

None of this work was done by myself alone. I was blessed
to have some wonderful friends help with the physical layout
of the room, having another set of eyes and another brain to
figure things out was crucial. Cleaning all of the music was done
with the tremendous help of my students. They take a lot of
pride in how the space looks and functions now.
You might be wondering, what does all of this have to do
with being president of CMEA? Well, I could not have done all
of that work without the help from and collaboration with
friends, peers and students. We are so lucky to work in an educational community that is collaborative and supportive. And
we extremely fortunate to teach some of the best kids out there.
Music students are hardworking, positive, passionate and loyal.
They care about their subject, their school, their ensemble, their
space, and their peers. As CMEA president, I am also fortunate
to work with a wonderful elected board of directors and the
MEA presidents to make up the full board. They are also supportive and collaborate on ways to help you, our Canadian
music educators. Look for new resources and connections for
you in the upcoming months, there are lots of exciting things
on the way!
Have a great festival season and good luck as you prepare
for your spring concerts.
Musically yours,

Helen
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The Canadian Music Educator / Musicien éducateur au Canada publishes a
broad spectrum of articles, research reports, successful teaching strategies, and
general practices in music education. Authors wishing to contribute should keep
the following in mind:
• articles should be pertinent to current or evolving music education practices
or issues
• articles should be clearly and concisely written, directed towards one or more
of the following: elementary or middle school music classroom teachers, general elementary or middle school classroom teachers, secondary music teachers, private studio music teachers, college and university instructors, parents
of music students, musicians
• articles should not normally exceed 4000 words, and shorter articles or
brief items are welcome
• illustrations, graphics, photos, if good quality, are welcome
• articles are welcome in either English or French
• manuscripts should be prepared in APA format
• all contributions must open with a 50-100 word abstract summarizing content
Articles are to be submitted by email, in MS Word, RTF or Simple Text attachments.
Authors are to submit a current good quality photograph and a short biography.
All articles are subject to editing.
All articles received will by acknowledged.
Peer review is available on request.
Regrettably, some articles may not be used for publication.
Submit articles by email to the editor - Dr. Leslie Linton llinton5@uwo.ca
•If you wish the article to be peer reviewed, please submit the article with that
request to Peer Review Editor Dr. Leslie Linton: llinton5@uwo.ca
Copyright Transfer
In order for submissions to be published in the Canadian Music Educator contributors must agree to the conditions outlined in the CME Copyright Transfer
document and must return a signed copy of this completed document to the
editor by fax, post, or email (PDF of scanned, signed document attached).
For a copy of the CME Copyright Transfer document, please contact the editor.
Detailed Directions for Formatting Articles
1. All lower punctuation inside upper – e.g., “This is a quote.” or
The trumpet went “dead,” but the conductor stayed “alive.”
2. Sequences of items should each have a comma (before the last “and”).
E.g., “People joined in, sang heartily, and danced in the background.”
3. Only 1 space between sentences. Never use two or more.
4. Use no underlining.
5. Titles of books or journals are in italics (not underlined).
6. Headings are in bold not underlined.
7. Use no running heads. You may suggest a running head at the beginning
of the document.
8. Use endnotes (no footnotes.)
9. Use a line space between paragraphs; do not indent.
10. Do not double space text – single space body of text.
11. Internal referencing: standard APA
12. Make suggestions for highlighted text that can go in boxes
(not more than about 15 words).
13. Reference lists may use author’s full name.
14. Reference lists – basic APA with italics instead of underlined.
Single space as in the examples below:
Abeles, H., Hoffer, C., & Klotman, R. (1984). Foundations of music education.
NewYork: Schirmer Books.
Austin, J. R. (1990). Competition: Is music education the loser? Music
Educators Journal, 76(6), 21-25.
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CBC Music and MusiCounts Music Classroom Challenge
Mary Kennedy, University of Victoria

St. Bonaventure’s College Wind Ensemble

In the 2017 iteration of CBC Music and MusiCounts Music
Classroom Challenge, contestants were given the choice of performing/arranging one of 17 Canadian songs in many styles. Almost 500 submissions were entered in 6 categories: Elementary
Vocal, Elementary Instrumental, Junior High Vocal, Junior High
Instrumental, High School Vocal, High School Instrumental.
Winning schools receive a professional-style recording kit valued at over $5000 for use in their music programs.
Is there something in the water at two of our coasts—East and
West? Of the six winners in this year’s contest, two were from
St. John’s, NL and two from Victoria, BC. The other two winners were from Hamilton, ON (Sir William Osler School: Category 4—Junior High Vocal) and Pierrefonds, QC (Beechwood
Elementary: Category 2—Elementary Vocal).
I decided to investigate the coastal winners and asked each
teacher to profile him/herself, the school, the music program
and the experience of being in the music classroom challenge.
True to music teacher form, these busy teachers replied to me
promptly so that I could include their stories in this article. Their
stories are heart-warming and speak to the passion for music
education and dedication to their students that these music
teachers possess. This article profiles only four of the many excellent music teachers across our land. I trust the stories will inspire you and encourage you and your students to enter the CBC
Music Challenge 2018.

East Coast Winners
Category 6: High School Vocal Winner
Holy Heart High School Bella Cantante Women’s Small Ensemble:
“Both Sides Now”
Choral Director: Robert Colbourne

Bella Cantante

Mr. Colbourne, B.Mus (Voice), BMus. Ed., M.Ed (Memorial
University) has been teaching in the public school system in NL
for the past 12 years. He held various choral, instrumental, and
classroom positions in rural communities before moving to
teach choral music at Holy Heart High School in St. John’s.
MUSICIEN ÉDUCATEUR AU CANADA | 5
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Holy Heart enrolls approximately 1100 students from grades
10-12. This school has a history of excellence in music education. Colbourne is responsible for 4 choral ensembles: Low
Notes (TTBB), Trebles (SSAA), Chamber Choir (SATB) and
Bella Cantate (12 person SSAA group). The school also has a
thriving instrumental program with a concert band, jazz band,
and string ensemble.
Colbourne has been entering groups in the competition for
the past three years. He told me that students enjoy creating an
arrangement and filming the video. He also feels that the contest is a good way of engaging students in Canadian music as
many of the songs on the list were unknown to his students, including “Both Sides Now.” He gave his students full control over
the project. They were given the list and they came up with a
shortlist of favourites, which they discussed with Colbourne. Ultimately, they chose “Both Sides Now” as they felt it would be
best for their sound.
Colbourne feels that the project has been a fantastic experience for his students. Students all had a say in the arrangement
and it made for a wonderful collaborative environment. Students also became very close through the project and many new
friendships were formed. On the day of the announcement of
the winners, Colbourne was in the local CBC studio. His students were all sitting together in the choral room anxiously
awaiting the results. They had their iPhones rolling and when
the CBC announcer named the winners, the students screamed,
jumped, ran up and down the hallways, and caused quite the
disturbance. The entire school population were very happy with
the results and the announcement rang through the halls. It was
a very memorable experience for the entire school family.
Category 5: High School Instrumental Winner
St. Bonaventure’s College Wind Ensemble:
“CBC Olympic Games Theme”
Instrumental Director: Vincenza Etchegary

Bonaventure’s College is a K-12 independent Catholic School
in the Jesuit Tradition, located in the historic centre of St. John’s.
The school, which is 161 years old, currently has a school population of 370 students. The St. Bon’s Band Programme consists
of 185 students from grades 4-12. At the college, Vincenza directs four concert bands, two jazz bands, and various chamber
ensembles. The school also has eight choral groups. The most
unique facet of the wind ensemble is that spans eight grade levels as the fifty students in this ensemble are from grades 5-12.
This multi-grade-level ensemble allows for the older students to
mentor its younger members. The group travels internationally
every two years. In April 2017, the group had the honour of
performing at the Vatican for Pope Francis and a Papal Audience of 50,000 people. In 2004, the group won the Newfoundland and Labrador CBC Radio School Band Competition. The
St. Bon’s Wind Ensemble has been the recipient of nine Kiwanis
Music Festival Instrumental Group Rose Bowls.
Vincenza told me that this was the first time that she entered the CBC Music Class Challenge. When she discovered that
the epic CBC Olympic Theme was one of the pieces on the list,
she decided to submit a video. The added incentive, of course,
was that CBC would be selecting some videos to be broadcast
in February, during the coverage of the 2018 Pyeong Chang
Olympics.
Vincenza told me that the entire experience was exciting
and very rewarding. The Applied Music Class helped with transcribing some of the parts. During rehearsals, she and the students experimented with different textures and orchestrations.
She decided to add a little Newfoundland twist to the opening
by using the fiddle and the spoons. The video was recorded in
their beautiful school chapel. When the announcement was
made, our Junior and Senior High School students were in the
middle of writing exams. The school did a great job of getting
the word out on social media, however. The twitter accounts for
both the school and the music program actually exploded with
the amazing news!
West Coast Winners
Category 3: Junior High School Instrumental Winner
Arbutus Global Middle School Instrumental Ensemble:
“CBC Olympic Games Theme”
Instrumental Directors: Michael Mazza and Jennifer Hill

St. Bonaventure’s College Wind Ensemble

Ms. Etchegary is a native of Filadelfia, Calabria, Italy. She completed music and music education degrees at the University of
Western Ontario and did graduate studies at Brandon University. Vincenza has taught instrumental music in St, John’s, NL
for the past 30 years. For 18 of those years, she has been the instrumental music specialist at St. Bonaventure’s College. St.
6 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

Arbutus Global Middle School Instrumental Ensemble
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Michael Mazza, BMus (UVIC) and M.Ed (SFU), and Jennifer
Hill, B.Mus (UVIC), have been teaching music at Arbutus for
14 and 11 years respectively. Michael teaches Music in the Middle School Curriculum for UVIC with the students onsite at Arbutus School. Arbutus Middle School, Victoria, BC, enrolls 440
students in grades 6-8 and focuses on global education, environmental awareness, and social responsibility. Music is an important part of the school. All students receive general music
instruction (ukulele, guitar, etc.) and most students in the school
choose to participate in at least one of the ten school music ensembles (Band 6, 7, 8, vocal jazz, two jazz bands, three string orchestras). The teachers told me that there is a high standard of
excellence in the music program and students rise to this expectation year after year. The teachers are working with the
school district’s Aboriginal Nations Education Department to
include First Nations drumming across the music program.
Mazza and Hill were inspired to enter the CBC Music
Challenge by neighbouring school Campus View’s win last year.
Campus View is a feeder school to Arbutus and Mazza and Hill
work closely with its music teacher, Jody Onuma. They chose
the Olympic Theme as it represents the diversity and inclusion
they strive to uphold as a Global school. They were also excited
about the opportunity to have their video broadcast during the
Olympics and have the students see themselves on TV.
The experience was enjoyable for both teachers and students. They enjoyed the challenge of doing something new, and
it was a great way to combine various parts of the music program together. They started with two of Michael’s classes and
continuously added to and edited the arrangement until they
were happy with the final product. The students were very enthusiastic about the project from the beginning. When the results were read over the school PA in the morning, cheers rang
out through the halls. The students were very excited and proud
of what they had achieved.
Arbutus Global Middle School Instrumental Ensemble
Category 1: Elementary School Instrumental Winner
Campus View Orffestra: “CBC Olympic Games Theme”
Music Director: Jody Onuma

Campus View Orffestra

Jody Onuma, B.Mus (UVic), MET (UBC), ARCT (RCM), spent

five years teaching ESL in Japan, five years as a music specialist
at Quadra Elementary in Victoria (in addition to part-time
strings at Glenlyon Norfolk School/part-time sessional instructor of String Pedagogy ay UVic) and is currently in her sixth
year teaching music full-time at Campus View Elementary. Campus View Elementary in Victoria, BC is a K-5 dual track English
and French immersion school with approximately 460 students
in 21 divisions. All students receive general music instruction
once or twice a week. The music program focuses on providing
a well-rounded music education experience involving the development of in-tune singing, music literacy, and composition
skills. Students learn many instruments including recorders, xylophones, tone chimes, ukuleles, strings, and percussion. Several
extra-curricular music opportunities are offered including Choir,
Orffestra, Tone Chimes, Ukulele and participation in these
groups is extremely high. Every other year, the choir presents a
full-scale musical production.
The 65 member Orffestra Club of grade 3-5 students first
opted to enter the CBC music challenge in 2016 because it was
a motivating goal to work towards as a group and was a great
educational experience. After winning the Elementary Instrumental Category of the CBC Music Challenge 2016, the group’s
number rose to 117 in 2017. All extra-curricular music clubs
are non-auditioned and any students willing to put in the time
and effort are welcomed. In September 2017, this large group
started an online collaboration with Honore Mercier Elementary in Quebec (2016 Elementary Vocal winner). Since both
schools were 2016 winners, they decided to submit a combined
entry of Shawn Mendes’ “Treat you Better.” Honore Mercier
provided the vocals/rhythm section and Campus View provided
the instrumentals, rehearsing over FaceTime and eventually
recording individually at exactly the same tempo and combining the two audio tracks. Having 117 students with a wide variety of instruments and abilities proved extremely challenging
given the limited lunch time rehearsal time and small space so,
after a few weeks, the decision was made to spilt into two
groups. While one group continued working on the collaboration, the other chose the Olympic Theme with the goal of having the performance broadcast on CBC during the Olympics—a
very exciting prospect for the students.
Campus View did not enter the CBC Music Challenge to
win but rather for the process and valuable learning experience
it provides. Since the program focuses on music which students
are not regularly exposed to, this challenge project provided an
opportunity to engage students with current popular Canadian
music. Permission is given to teachers to arrange the songs from
the CBC list for the instrumentation appropriate for the students. This provides flexibility and allows the teacher to ensure
that all students of varying levels and abilities will reach their
greatest potential. This challenge also connects music teachers
and programs all across Canada. It was a fantastic learning experience for the students to watch other groups performing different arrangements of the same songs. Students were
encouraged to critically evaluate their own performance and
those of other groups. They were especially excited about the
Arbutus Middle School entry as many former Campus View students were in that group and it was beneficial for them to see the
MUSICIEN ÉDUCATEUR AU CANADA | 7

strong music program they will be feeding into.
Because emphasis was placed on the process and the focus
was on achieving musical excellence rather than winning, the
students were pleasantly surprised when both Campus View
groups were announced as Top 10 finalists, and the Olympic
group as one of the winners. They were proud of their team effort and learned that any goal can be achieved with a lot of hard
work and dedication.
Summary
Well, was it the water or was it dedication, imagination, and
plain hard work? I think the latter. Knowing the two West Coast
teachers well, I am certain of the number of extra hours they
spend in their jobs, only to enrich the experience for their students. I’m sure the East Coast teachers are the same.
What a wonderful way to begin 2018!
Precis – Le concours Music Classroom Challenge de CBC
Music et MusiCounts
Pour l’édition 2017 du concours Music Classroom Challenge de CBC Music et MusiCounts, les concurrents avaient le
choix d’interpréter ou d’arranger l’une des 17 chansons canadiennes de styles variés qui étaient proposées. Près de 500 candidatures ont été reçues pour les 6 catégories: ensemble vocal
(primaire), ensemble instrumental (primaire), ensemble vocal
(secondaire, 1er cycle), ensemble instrumental (secondaire, 1er
cycle), ensemble vocal (secondaire, 2e cycle), ensemble instrumental (secondaire, 2e cycle). Les écoles gagnantes ont reçu un
équipement d’enregistrement professionnel d’une valeur de plus
de 5000 $ pouvant être utilisé dans le cadre de leur programme

8 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

de musique. J’ai décidé d’interroger les gagnants de la région côtière afin d’en savoir davantage sur les enseignants, leur école,
leur programme de musique ainsi que sur leur expérience vécue
en participant à ce concours. Tels des enseignants modèles, ils
m’ont répondu rapidement, bien qu’étant fort occupés, me permettant d’inclure leurs témoignages dans cet article. Leurs histoires touchantes témoignent de leur passion pour l’éducation
musicale et de leur dévouement envers leurs élèves. Parmi plusieurs excellents professeurs de musique à travers le pays, seulement quatre profils sont présentés dans cet article, mais j’ai
confiance que leurs histoires sauront vous inspirer et vous encourager, ainsi que vos élèves, à participer à l’édition 2018 du
concours CBC Music Challenge.

Dr. Mary Kennedy is Associate Professor Emerita of Music Education at
the University of Victoria where she taught undergraduate and graduate courses in music education in addition to conducting the Philomela
Women’s Choir. Prior to her appointment at the University of Victoria in
July 2005, Dr. Kennedy taught for five years at Rutgers University in
New Jersey where she was the choral music education specialist and
director of the Voorhees Choir. Dr. Kennedy’s research interests include
choral music, creativity, and music and community. Among her publications are articles in Journal of Research in Music Education, British
Journal of Music Education, International Journal of Music Education,
International Journal of Community Music, Bulletin of the Council for
Research in Music Education, Music Education Research, Research
Studies in Music Education, and Choral Journal. In addition, she has
presented papers and sessions at local, regional, national and international conferences and written four book chapters for Canadian Music
Educators Association publications. Dr. Kennedy is on the editorial board
of Journal of Research in Music Education. She is Director of Research and Publications on the CMEA board and
column editor of Canadian Music in Education in the CME.
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peer review corner
Peer Reviewed articles are subject to a blind review process by university music educators. Upon completion of their review, they
either accept or reject the submission, often with requirements for revision. Once the reviewers are satisfied with the revisions, the
Editorial Board and members of the Publications Advisory Committee are consulted and a decision is made on the publication of
the submission. If you wish to submit an article for peer review, please send it to the Editor, Dr. Leslie Linton (llinton5@uwo.ca).

Multicultural Music Education in North America:
Achievements and Obstacles
Francisco Luis Reyes

Abstract – This paper discusses the achievements and obstacles
of multicultural music education in elementary and secondary
schools in Anglophone North America (henceforth North America). The essay initially reviews the literature surrounding multicultural education, a concept that suffers from a lack of
consistency, and therefore I will focus on the aspects that are
largely accepted by education scholars within this field. The
paper then discusses the general aspects of multicultural music
education. Similar to multicultural education, multicultural
music education also shows numerous approaches that in turn
propose different pedagogies and goals. The origins of multicultural music education stems from the non-universalist perspective of music, a point of view that largely stems from the
music of ethnomusicology. This outlook states that musics from
around the world should not be analyzed under Western European musical assumptions but as genuine forms of expressions
that are shaped by the environment and living conditions of
their creators. Multicultural music education has provided
North Americans with great achievements by helping students
to understand other cultures as well as promoting participation
in music courses in lower-level education, among other things.
Multicultural music education has also suffered setbacks and
limitations that largely stem from the theoretical discrepancies
and cultural narratives produced by music institutions. In conclusion, this paper alludes to promoting a multicultural music
education that largely reflects the ideas by the general field of
multicultural education.
Multicultural Education
Aydin (2013) and Bailey & Clark (2010) trace the origins of
this pedagogical approach to the early-twentieth-century writings of philosopher Horace Kellen. Chapman (2004) points to
the social movement led by Marcus Garvey during the 1920’s as
an early example of the diverse groups of people who inspired
the multicultural education philosophy. According to Chapman,
scholars of different ethnicities, genders, and political ideologies
came together under Garveyism to construct a new approach
to education that would improve the living conditions of minority communities—primarily African Americans. However,
multicultural education as we know it today originated in the
civil rights movements of the 1960’s in North America (Banks,
10 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

2010; Gibson, 1976; Gorski, 1999; Sleeter & Grant, 1987). This
initiative continued through the civil rights movement in North
America, as black American scholars intended to change educational institutions. These educators perceived such establishments as an obstacle in achieving race equity in education.
Feminist groups joined this movement during the 1970’s, as they
also wished to have equal access to quality education and promote equality among genders (Gorski, 1999; Sleeter & Grant,
1987; Whilhelm, 1998).
Many scholars have articulated numerous characteristics
and goals for multicultural education. Consequently, a universal definition of multicultural education has eluded advocates
of this educational approach (Chapman, 2004; Gay, 1994;
Groski & Covert, 2000; Levison, 2010). In spite of the dearth
of cohesion by scholars, there are some aspects of the approach
in which academics agree. According to Banks (1981), supporters of this educational approach perceive schools as a social entity where equality among students should be promoted. Gay
(1994) found common traits of multicultural education after
analyzing 13 definitions of the term provided by scholars and
organizations. She found that supporters of multicultural education believe that the content of such an approach should illustrate the role of oppression on the development of ethnic
identities, the distribution of resources and opportunities, and
pluralistic societies (Banks, 2001; Hong, 2010).
Given the numerous definitions of multicultural education,
many approaches have arisen. Gibson (1976) points to five approaches to multicultural education that cater to the student
population in the classroom. The first approach is titled education of the culturally different or benevolent multiculturalism
and aims at connecting the background and community of minority groups to the education experience in order to improve
the classroom performance of pupils. This approach is cognizant
of the fact that not everyone learns in the same manner and that
mainstream forms of education can hinder minority students.
The education about cultural difference approach intends to
make the whole student population aware of cultural differences. Through this approach, pupils learn to appreciate and respect the culture of other groups. Education for cultural
pluralism maintains that embracing cultural diversity is vital for
the survival of marginalized groups, and, therefore, the school
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should become a promoter of cultural pluralism through education programs. Such initiatives can lead to elementary/secondary schools becoming a place of empowerment for minority
groups by providing an environment that fosters academic excellence and addresses problems that stem from oppression and
racism. The bicultural education approach caters to student
populations comprised of two dissimilar cultures and intends to
teach pupils how to engage with both customs. The last approach, multicultural education as the normal human experience, differs from the other four by drawing from the literature
of multicultural education to cater to a specific educational setting. Educators that utilize this approach do not engage in a pluralistic classroom with a preconceived concept of multicultural
education. Teachers instead draw from the multicultural education literature to attend to the needs of the diverse student population they teach (Levinson, 2007).
It is widely agreed by multicultural educators that changes
need to occur in all institutions related to education in order
for this philosophy to work. This notion means that educators,
government policies, schools, universities and so forth should
play an active role in the implementation of multicultural education to assure the effectiveness of this educational approach. In praxis, multicultural education promotes pluralism,
includes diversity in the imparting of knowledge, and encourages cultural pluralism (McAllister & Irving, 2000). Levinson
(2007) asserts that multicultural education pushes countries
like Canada and the United States (US) to live up to their ideals
of equity and justice for all citizens no matter their culture,
ethnicity, or religion.
Banks (1993, 2001) identifies five dimensions of multicultural education: 1) content integration attends to using the culture and history of diverse groups to inform students about
numerous subjects; 2) knowledge construction aims at explaining how knowledge is constructed by scholars and the role biases, perspectives, and frames of reference impact the
production of knowledge; 3) prejudice reduction focuses on instilling democratic attitudes in children based on their cultural
and ethnic backgrounds; 4) equity pedagogy manifests itself
when educators study the characteristics of low population students to improve their academic achievements; and 5) empowering school culture means creating an institutional atmosphere
in school where children can experience educational equality
and cultural empowerment. Similarly, Hernández (1989) states
that this educational concept aims at developing students’ potential and critical thinking. Multicultural education encourages
pupil participation in the learning process through diverse learning styles while pointing out the contributions to society of diverse groups of people. Educators teach tolerance of dissimilar
individuals of other cultures, instill good citizenship in all the
settings in which children interact, imbue openness to diverse
perspectives, and promote ethnic, national, and global identity.
The field of multicultural education has continued to evolve
throughout its five decades of existence. Reasons for these transformations stem from the constant changes in demographics
and culture in society as well as problems and criticisms the philosophy has received (Nieto, 2017). One common problem of
multicultural education is manifested in (preservice) teacher ed-
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anthropologists, and musicologists in
Western society believed in the
universalism of music, meaning that
concepts like rhythm, pitch, tonality,
harmony, and key are present
in all types of musics.
ucation. The all-encompassing nature of multicultural education has led to educators becoming perplexed surrounding the
goals and purposes of such pedagogy, which as has been shown
to elicit numerous definitions (Gorski & Covert, 2000). Gay
(1997) states that future educators cannot implement an effective multicultural education strategy if they do not receive continuous exposure to pluralistic situations during their training.
Levinson (2010) states that even though they are aware of the
potential benefits of the philosophy, there is little theoretical coherence in the field of multicultural education. She believes that
when advocating for a multicultural education, one must ask
which definition of multicultural education is being used.
Multicultural Music Education
Multicultural music education—similar to multicultural education—does not have a definite definition (Abril; 2006; Volk,
2004). I believe Heinrich (2003) provides a well-rounded definition stating that “multicultural music education is a multifaceted
practice in which educators must consider not only instructional
methods, but also cultural sensitivity and desired learning outcomes” (p 7). A review of the literature reveals that proponents
of multicultural music education fundamentally agree that the
approach to music learning consists of exposing children to musics outside of the mainstream musical culture of their society
and Western European music. Little consensus, however, exists
with regards to which musics should be studied, how much exposure should students have to other musical cultures, the purpose of studying dissimilar musical genres, and how to teach
non-Western European musical cultures in an authentic yet pragmatic way. With regards to advocacy, some scholars argue for a
multicultural music education that helps students cope with the
diversity of a pluralistic society (Cabedo-Mas & Díaz-Gómez,
2016; Chen-Haftek, 2007; Weidknecht, 2009), as a manner to
make music relevant to the student population (Abril, 2009; LeeDoyle, 2014; Wong, Pan, & Shah, 2016), and as a way to teach
students about the different manners to make music as well as
understand a foreign culture (Campbell, 2013; Ho, 2016; McCarthy & Goble, 2002; Miralis, 2014; Schippers, 2009a; Elliott,
1989). These approaches to multicultural music education have
been conditioned to political and historical circumstances
throughout history (Kang, 2016).
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Multicultural music education has been conditioned to political and historical circumstances throughout history (Kang,
2016). During the first half of the twentieth century, psychologists, anthropologists, and musicologists in Western society believed in the universalism of music, meaning that concepts like
rhythm, pitch, tonality, harmony, and key are present in all types
of musics. This universalist approach analyzes musical cultures
from the perspective that musical elements are common and how
they are utilized define the complexity of an art (Weidknecht,
2009). Universalism placed Western European music in a
pedestal, as the art form possessed the universal values of music
and that better employed musical concepts. Therefore, other musics were valued by comparing them to Western European music,
as researchers studied music genres from an ethnocentric perspective (Schippers, 2004). Songs that originated outside of European traditions were qualified as “primitive” and “incomplete”
as they did not exhibit the components of Western European
music (Kang, 2016). The influence of this approach to music education is evidenced during the beginning of the twentieth century
in the US (Shehan-Campbell, 2002). Music education school curricula in the US during this time included—among other things—
European folk songs, Native American tunes, and African
American spirituals. The European folk songs were viewed as appropriate since they had similar elements to the Western European music, like harmony and key. In contrast, the musical culture
of Native Americans and African Americans were classified as incomplete or evolving, since they did not posses all the elements associated with Western European music (Volk, 1994).
An antithesis to the universalist of music developed during
the second half of the twentieth century. The non-universalist
perspective of music—as it is called—states that the art is not a
universal language, and musical expressions reflects the customs, traditions, and beliefs of the culture that produce them
(Elliott, 1989; Schippers, 2009a). Scholars in the fields of anthropology and, primarily, ethnomusicology constructed and
have promoted this new perspective. Ethnomusicology studies
the music making practices of all social groups around the
world and the role the music has within a specific culture
(Kunst, 1974; Merriam, 1960). This approach serves as a point
of departure for music education academics like Huib Schippers, Patricia Shehan Campbell, and David Elliott when articulating their view of multiculturalism in music education.
Authors such as these ones believe in the inclusion of world musics to music education curricula, with a strong emphasis on authenticity (Belz, 2006; Wingham, 2014). Stemming from the
work of ethnomusicologists and music education researchers,
Volk (2004) articulates five guiding principles of multicultural
music education. These principles are: 1) the acknowledgment of
various musical expressions and their validity without establishing hierarchies among musical genres; 2) the recognition that
music originates from cultural contexts; 3) promote intrinsically
diverse nature of music; 4) given the pluralistic nature of countries—like the US and Canada—music education should reflect
the diversity of the student population; and 5) a music’s authenticity is determined by the members of the culture that produces and practices the art form. It is important to mention, that
since its emergence the non-universalist perspective has eclipsed
12 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

the universalist ideology in music education.
From both the universalist and non-universalist approaches, Elliott (1989) identified six approaches to multicultural music education. The first approach, assimilation positions
Western European classical music as the exclusive style to study.
Assimilation reflects the music education philosophy of aesthetics, and explicitly promotes the elevation of Western European music over other musics. The amalgamation approach
allows a limited inclusion of other musics, predominantly as incorporated to the Western European tradition by recognized
composers, such as Leonard Bernstein and George Gershwin.
Open society entails the learning of diverse musical expressions
without taking into account the origins of the art forms. Music
making is perceived as a personal expression within the development of a larger social context. The fourth approach, insular
multiculturalism, promotes including one or two musics that belong to the community to Western European music instruction.
Modified multiculturalism justifies the inclusion of musics in the
classroom based on diverse factors such as the religion, ethnicity, and geographical boundaries of pupils. In this approach,
educators regard authenticity as an important part of the learning process, as pupils develop the musical skills of a particular
genre emulating the cultural practices of the individuals that created them. Furthermore, comparisons of the musical elements
and the role of the art forms in society are made between the
musical styles practiced in the classroom. Finally, the dynamic
multiculturalism entails a worldly outlook on music education,
where numerous musics are studied without alluding to musical
elements. This approach promotes music as praxis, as pupils develop musical competencies in musical genres while disregarding musical elements associated to Western European music.
Moreover, Elliott dismisses the first four approaches, describing
them as ethnocentric and not multicultural. For this author the
fifth approach comes close, but the dissection and comparison
of musical elements seems to him as a Western practice that belittles the genesis and purpose of foreign musical practices.
Achievements of Multicultural Music Education in North America
The inclusion of world musics has had effective outcomes for
music education in North America. For instance, a music program that uses musics dissimilar to mainstream culture has
shown to entice students to actively participate in music class
and consequently develop music skills. A study by Chen-Haftek
(2007) successfully introduced Chinese music in the elementary
music class of a school in New York City as it elicited interest
from pupils in music class. This author states that hands-on experiences motivates pupils to participate in music class more
than courses related to music theory where the art form becomes somewhat abstract. Pupils enjoyed engaging in music in
a student-centered curriculum, where creative activities were encouraged. This research confirmed that students could develop
interest in musics from other cultures if the art forms are presented under conditions. The students that took part on the research were on either grade five or six, a fact that demonstrates
and confirms the idea that exposure to world music during
childhood correlates to interest and engagement (Dekaney &
Cunningham, 2009). Another reason that might explain why
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children liked the activity stems from longevity of the study; the
Chinese music lesson plan transpired for ten weeks. Studies have
found that constant exposure to other music cultures produces
appeal to such art forms (Demorest & Schultz, 2004; McCoy,
2003; Soley & Spelke, 2014). Furthermore, students benefited
from visits by traditional Chinese musicians. The prescence of
traditional musician provided pupils to develop a deeper understanding of the socio-cultural role of the music (Abril, 2006).
Multicultural music education has also helped music educators promote their music programs by making the content of
their music classes appealing and relevant to students. It has
been shown that relevance in a school subject leads to willingness to learn (Hanley & Montgomery, 2005). Multicultural societies have the advantage of having a myriad of musical genres
being practiced in communal settings. Educators can offer lessons on one of these musical genres and allow their children to
see music class as more than just a school subject, but as a connection to a larger community of practice (D’Amore & DylanSmith, 2017). The field of culturally relevant pedagogy (CRP)
has addressed the consideration of relevancy in education
(Schmeichel, 2012). CRP stems from the larger body of knowledge of multicultural education (Castagno & Brayboy, 2008).
In music education, CRP aims at improving student achievement in school through the use of relevant musical genres of
marginalized children (Lind & McKoy, 2016). Culturally responsive music educators also see students as members of a
community outside of the school classroom, considers the
pupil’s identity, and try to use these aspects as stimuli for music
participation in school (Abril, 2013; Lee-Doyle, 2014). For instance, Walden (2014) indicates that including non-Western musics in the music curriculum can ameliorate the decrease of
student participation in grades 5-8 Canadian music classes. She
believes that musics that are learned informally through aural
transmission can help students develop the many talents related
to music making and that offering them in school can elicit interest from students (Shehan-Campbell, 2003).
Multicultural music education also provides children the
opportunity to learn about non-musical aspects of a society
through their music. The art forms of a culture are a reflection
the creators’ conditions and environment (Shehan-Campbell,
2001), therefore learning a musical genre from a foreign country can provide students a deeper understanding of a particular
culture. General education and social studies can provide factual
and historical knowledge about the customs of a group of people, but do not generally have enough knowledge with regards
to provide hands-on experience about the cultural aspects of a
society. Music educators can use the musical traditions of an
ethnic group to entice music learning, appeal to the cultures of
the world, and develop competencies in non-musical academic
areas (Chen-Haftek, 2007; Elliott, 1989; Schippers, 2009; Shehan-Campbell, 2010). For example, multicultural music education can serve as an interdisciplinary approach to education that
synthetizes language, historical, and social learning through
music (Kramer, 2001; Odena, 2010; Odena, Summers, Jaap, &
Rodriguez, 2016; White & McCormack, 2006) Aside from the
already mentioned benefits, a pluralistic music classroom can
provide the arena where ethnic discrepancies interact for the

benefits of coexistence in a diverse cultural setting (Cabedo-Mas
& Díaz Gómez, 2016; Ho, 2016; Miralis, 2014; Weidknecht,
2009; Wong, Pan, & Shah, 2016).
Controversies in Multicultural Music Education in North America
A problem facing multicultural music education in North America stems from the lack of instruction future music teachers receive in the approach. Elliott (1989) states that future music
educators receive contracted instruction of the musics that exist
around the world and in their own pluralistic societies, and
therefore do not develop a notion of multiculturalism in the way
their society has adopted. Belz (2006) also hints at hesitancy
from pre-service music teachers when engaging with non-Western musics. In her study, she recounts that students initially felt
unease when expected to, among other things, master an instrument from a dissimilar culture for a particular course. This
aspect of the training of pre-service music teachers partly explains why music educators feel unconformable teaching the
musics of a cultural group they do not belong to or have the
confidence to effectively teach (Abril, 2013; Lee-Doyle, 2014;
Legette, 2003). Furthermore, those music teachers that feel encouraged to impart knowledge in non-western musics often do
not know how to effectively design activities and entice children
to participate (Papageorgiou & Koutrouba 2014).
The insecurities and malpractices music teachers develop during their training surrounding multicultural education
stem from the omnipresence of Western European music in institutions where educators receive their training. Even though
the non-universalist perspective has widely been adopted in the
music community, conservatories, and higher-learning music institutions are predominantly universalist institutions that position Western European music as the primary musical expression
(Belz, 2006; Lee-Doyle, 2014; Schippers, 2004; Weidknecht,
2009). The musical development of pre-service music teachers
consists of instruction in the performance of Western European
music as well as learning the theoretical and historical aspects of
that art form (Kang, 2016). Scott-Kassner (1999) and Robinson (2002) state that such training limits the access to non-Western musics and in turn creates gaps of knowledge about other
musical genres as well as instilling an apathy for them. This situation leads to the majority of music educators positioning
Western European music as the apex of musical expression
(Fung, 1995), and, consequently, promoting such ideas to their
pupils and society; a practice that instills a hierarchy among musical genres that places the European art form as superior to
others (Aróstegui, 2016; Gonzo, 1993). The pedestal of West-
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ern European music, leads to categorize multicultural music education as unnecessary, especially if they have not received sufficient training on the approach (Legette, 2003).
As a consequence of teacher training, the narratives produced by music institutions translate to music practices in schools.
For instance, music teachers are likely to commence a program
that reflects the training they receive during elementary, secondary, and undergraduate education. Teachers will prefer to impart
a Eurocentric music education given their familiarity with the
music, especially if they have implemented a Western music ensemble and used such approaches for many years, consequently,
might be reluctant to change their music praxis (Walden, 2014).
Furthermore, Shehan-Campbell and Schupman (1992) state that
music educators will face linguistic challenges when teaching
songs from other countries. Educators might be hesitant to teach
songs dissimilar to the language of the classroom or that have
controversial messages in contrast to the mainstream culture of
pupils. Another reason for educators to exclusively teach Western
European music comes from the ability to quantifiably evaluate
students. Music teachers can monitor the process of students
given the dependency on notation reading of Western European
music as well as the atomistic form of learning the music and the
static approach to authenticity, which serves as a measuring tool
(Popescu, 2011; Schippers, 2009b).
Unfortunately, the progression of multicultural music
education since the 1960’s has been achieved with considerable
problems surrounding praxis and disagreements among advocates (Papageorgiou & Koutrouba 2014; Klinger, 1996). Different from a multicultural education philosophy—that aims for
cohesion in a pluralistic society—teaching non-Western musics
has primarily concentrated on presenting students with diverse
forms of music making (Shehan-Campbell, 2002). This approach to multicultural music education has created discrepancies amongst music educators. There are some scholars that
promote teaching non-Western musics with little to no regard
for the context from which the music emerged, thereby adopting a procedure of assimilation, amalgamation, insular multiculturalism, open society, and modified approach to
multicultural music education. In contrast, other educators believe in introducing foreign musics from a dynamic perspective
and introduce non-Western musics authentically by including
the cultural aspects of the music and refraining from using Western perspectives when teaching a particular art form. Therefore,
academics in multicultural music education have not been able
to agree on issues regarding the presentation of world musics,
how to teach multicultural music education, when to teach children about different musics, and how much of the cultural aspect of a music should educators impart.
Both schools of thought also have nuances within their
approach to multicultural music education. Miralis (2006) correctly points that multicultural music education—similar to multicultural education—has become a broad and all-encompassing
education approach, which explains in part why there are many
discrepancies in the field. This author states that multicultural,
multiethnic, and world music education practices have all been
placed under the umbrella of multicultural music education.
Thus, a dearth of philosophical coherence has led to the incon14 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

sistencies related to the field of multicultural music education.
These theoretical debates have caused several dilemmas with regards the implementation of multicultural music education. One such predicament emerges from the purpose of
teaching musical culture of non-mainstream groups. Some
scholars believe that musical elements, such as tempo, rhythm,
and pitch, should be taught through the non-mainstream musics
and prioritize the acquisition of Western musical competencies
over the cultural aspects of music. This line of thought characterizes for Westernizing the ethnic musics and sacrificing their
authenticity for the benefit of Western music knowledge (Palmer,
1992). In contrast, some academics disapprove of this practice.
They believe that arranging world music deprives them from
their genuineness and therefore this cannot be considered as
multicultural music education. These scholars believe that the
teaching of non-Western European musics should prioritize authenticity, and take into account the cultural and sociological
aspect of the music (Schippers, 2009b; Shehan-Campbell, 2010).
A critique to this culturally conscious approach to multicultural
music education is that a realistic or genuine exposure of nonWestern European musics cannot be achieved in the formal setting of schools because of the improbability of recreating the
environment form when the music originates (Aróstegui, 2016).
Abril (2006) contrasted both forms of instruction in a
study on the musical learning of 170 grade five students in a
Midwestern US city. Pupils received instruction in non-Western
musical genres through either a conceptual or sociocultural approach. The conceptual method implied formal music instruction of a foreign musical genre under Western standards, whereas
sociocultural approach implied constructing knowledge related
to the unfamiliar music genre intending to recreate the authentic form of learning the foreign art form. The research attempted
to determine the musical learning and the affect students develop
of a particular music in two multicultural music education approaches. Results of this study were logical; students that learned
through a sociocultural approach had considerably more sociocultural knowledge of the music they learned than student that
learned through a conventional approach. In contrast, students
that received a Western instruction of the foreign music had considerably more musical knowledge than students learned with
the sociocultural approach. The other significant difference
found was that the students that learned through a sociocultural
approach developed a higher affection for the music than those
that learned the music through formal instruction. In terms of
developing musical and sociocultural skills, however, both
groups showed similar levels of knowledge.
This study demonstrates that both approaches can

Students that learned through
a sociocultural approach developed
a higher affection for the music than
those that learned the music
through formal instruction.
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successively achieve their aims; Westernizing world musics can
help students develop conventional musical literacies, and a sociocultural approach to multicultural music education can develop
hands on musical skills. Both forms of instruction can also teach
children about cultural aspects of the music they are learning.
However, it is important to note that formal instruction entails
taking time out of class to explain such characteristics. Furthermore, this research elicits questions related to the purpose of multicultural music education such as: How would the musical
development of children be affected if they learned the musical
cultures that exist in their community? Would this type of instruction hinder student engagement in voluntary recreational
participation in their own community music? Teaching a musical
form that does not exist in the environment of children can hinder students from participating in lifelong music making. Aside
from hindering students from engaging with music throughout
their lifetime, learning and playing an art form only in the classroom—even if the musical style is foreign—generates the narrative that music is an activity reserved for formal contexts. This
idea can deter pupils from picking up a musical genre after their
elementary/secondary education. In addition, there is no assurance that learning foreign music in a conceptual manner allows
students to musically engage a real rendition of an art form.
Another dilemma in multicultural music education
that has yet to be discussed relates to the amount of musics that
should be learned. Scholars like Elliott (1990) argue that students should be exposed to as much musical expressions as possible, similar to the aforementioned dynamic approach. He
maintains that pupils should experience as many musical cultures as possible so they can then make comparisons and understand the various musical expressions of the people of the
world. Shehan-Campbell (2002) disagrees with this dynamic approach. She believes that exposure to many musics hinders the
student’s ability of having a meaningful and thorough understanding of the musical culture they study. She suggests studying two or three cultures per year. This disagreement between
both authors is not easy to resolve given that their assumptions
around multicultural music education stems from epistemological discrepancies; both authors differ on the purpose of teaching non-Western musics. These types of discussions are evidence
that there is a lack of coherence that exists in the field, resulting
in theoretical problems that subsequently affect praxis.
Conclusion
The field of multicultural music education suffers from the same
impediments Levinson (2010) raises about multicultural education. The music approach has become too broad to achieve the
aims, objectives, and methods that have been related to multicultural music education. First, the field has greatly deviated
from the general aims of multicultural education by fundamentally concentrating on teaching the various musics of the world
(Cabedo-Mas & Díaz-Gómez, 2016). Moreover, multicultural
music education has not made the organizational and institutional changes to suffice the aims of the approach. Post-secondary music institutions that groom music teachers have not
made the necessary changes to effectively prepare future educators to teach multicultural music education. These institutions

It is improbable that the musics
of the world will be valued and
appreciated if they are compared to
the standards set by another musical
art form that does not value or even
consider their idiosyncrasies.
still—maybe unknowingly—promote a universalist approach to
music, placing Western European music as the superior musical
art form in the world. It is improbable that the musics of the
world will be valued and appreciated if they are compared to the
standards set by another musical art form that does not value or
even consider their idiosyncrasies. Such an ethos hinders the willingness of educators to learn other musics, to continue to develop musically, and to teach musics of the world in the school
setting. However, it is important to consider what changes would
fully embrace multicultural music education in music teacher education programs. It has been widely agreed that music teachers
must develop their musical capabilities in order to effectively
teach music, however, this musical development has been primarily in the European art form. A multicultural program in
music teacher education might exchange dexterity in Western
European music for musical versatility. Instead of primarily fostering development in one musical genre, pre-service music
teacher programs may need to focus on students’ capacity to selflearn musical expressions from diverse parts of the world. Educating students in non-Western musics might not be compatible
within the setting where they teach. Therefore, versatility and the
ability to construct knowledge, might be better suited when
teaching with a multicultural approach; considering that learning many of the sounds of the world are taught holistically and
not atomically as in formal learning.
The musics utilized in multicultural music education are
also a problem. The idea of using specific pieces of music from
around the world to teach musicians elicit problems that are
not discussed in this paper (such as cultural appropriation).
Even if they receive training, educators may not feel adequate
to teach such musics. Another aspect that hinders the teaching
of non-western musics is that students may not be able to contextualize their learning. Students in multicultural cities have
the opportunity of expanding their skills with communities that
identify with particular types of music and engage with expert
musicians. In contrast, pupils in rural or less diverse settings
may not benefit from having the multicultural music they are
learning, within their community. In such a setting, the purpose
of education has to prioritize developing student values of nonuniversalist music. Instilling such ideals in a non-multiethnic
environment could help develop a society that respects the values of other dissimilar cultures and, therefore, adhere more
closely to the general goals of multicultural education. Following the aims of general multicultural education would show a
MUSICIEN ÉDUCATEUR AU CANADA | 15
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shift in the field of music education, an area of education that
often focuses on the subject content and dismisses the holistic
development of children.
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Precis - L’éducation musicale multiculturelle en Amérique du
Nord : réussites et obstacles
Cet article examine les réussites et les obstacles de l’éducation
musicale multiculturelle dans les écoles primaires et secondaires
nord-américaines anglophones. Puisque l’on constate un manque
de cohérence dans la littérature entourant l’éducation multiculturelle, je ciblerai les aspects qui sont largement reconnus par les
experts du domaine de l’éducation. L’article présente ensuite les
problèmes généraux rencontrés en éducation musicale multiculturelle. Tout comme en éducation multiculturelle générale, on retrouve en éducation musicale multiculturelle une variété
d’approches et d’objectifs pédagogiques. Les origines de l’éducation musicale multiculturelle proviennent d’une perspective
non universaliste de la musique, soit un point de vue enraciné

dans le domaine de l’ethnomusicologie. Cette perspective indique
que l’analyse des musiques du monde ne devrait pas se fonder
sur des postulats ou des principes issus des musiques occidentales. Plutôt, elles devraient être considérées comme des formes
d’expression distinctes, façonnées par l’environnement et les
conditions de vie de leurs créateurs. D’une part, l’éducation musicale multiculturelle a permis d’importantes réussites chez les
Nord-Américains en aidant les élèves à comprendre d’autres cultures et en encourageant la participation dans les cours de musique des écoles primaires et secondaires. D’autre part, elle a aussi
subi des échecs qui découlent principalement des divergences
théoriques et des récits culturels provenant des institutions de
musique. En conclusion, cet article vise à promouvoir une approche de l’éducation musicale multiculturelle qui reflète les principes issus du domaine de l’éducation multiculturelle générale.

Francisco Luis Reyes is a Puerto Rican Ph.D. candidate in music education
at McGill University’s Schulich School of Music. He holds a B.Mus. in Jazz
and Caribbean Music from the Conservatorio de Música de Puerto Rico
and an M.A. in Music Education from the Universidad de Granada. As a
scholar, Francisco has presented his work at various conferences in
Canada and the United States. His scholarly interests include Community
Music, Caribbean Music Teacher Education, Democratic Music Education, and Traditional Music in Formal Music Education Settings. As a musician, Francisco is a multiple time Latin-Grammy nominated saxophonist
that has had the privilege to perform with Jazz artists such as Eddie
Gómez and David Sánchez, and with renowned ensembles like Viento
de Agua and La Orquesta Sinfónica de Puerto Rico.

Canadian Music Educators’ Association
Awards for Educators
Have you heard about the awards available through the Canadian Music Educators Association for its members? There are
awards available in the following categories:
Professional Awards
Jubilate Award of Merit (awarded annually)
Honorary Life Member Award (awarded annually)
Builder’s Award (awarded annually through nominations
made by provincial music educators associations)
Builder’s Award for New Teachers
Builder’s Award for Teachers
Excellence Awards
Excellence in Leadership (awarded annually)
Excellence in Innovation (awarded annually)
Excellence in Collaboration (awarded annually)
For more information on these awards, the criteria for
applying, and to submit nominations, see the CMEA
website, under Programs. www.cmea.ca
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principle themes

The Work-Concept and the Wind Band
Mark Tse

Abstract – The wind band world has been pre-occupied for the
last century on commissioning, composing, performing, and
recording original wind band pieces of artistic significance .
These efforts have been driven by a desire to gain recognition as
artistic equals to the orchestral, operatic, and choral worlds, but
despite a century’s worth of efforts, they have largely been unsuccessful outside of perhaps the academic world. How did the
wind band world arrive at this point, and why has it been obsessed with this one path despite its limited success? I argue that
the band world is trapped in a modernistic fetishization of “musical works”, basing the meaning of their musical existence on
a particular outlook that is historically specific, and therefore
perhaps outdated and counter to their ultimate goals.
In the revealing philosophical and musicological book,
“The Imaginary Museum of Musical Works”, Goehr (2007)
makes a strong case that the concept of a “musical work” only
became cemented around the 1800s, and has since had a regulative effect on the world of traditional Western art music. As
with other regulatory concepts, its hold is so complete that one
is unlikely to perceive the nature of its bondage until we step
back and acknowledge its presence, development, and subsequent implications.
This paper will briefly outline the historical evolution of
the musical work-concept, and then shine the work-concept
light onto the chronology of the wind band history (from Harmoniemusik, through military bands, American professional
bands, and bands of university music programs).
A History of the Work Concept
Throughout Western history, there has been a dichotomy between that which is serious and that which is frivolous, or between that which is elite and that which is popular. Since
antiquity, attempts have been made to define music and its concepts as serious and elite, to justify its study .
Before the 1800s, music’s meaning was found through its
text and contexts, as it was composed and performed for specific ceremonies, festivities and occasions. Instrumental music,
lacking a contextual anchor, was thought of as a lesser music.
Composers were free to borrow or steal musical fragments, and
revise their works upon re-visitation. “Music”, was seen as a
general performance concept, but would slowly transform to an
absolute object, to remain unchanged.
With the rise of fine arts and its distinction from crafts
around the 1800s, a new dichotomy between works of contem18 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

plation and works of utility arose. Although the situated text of
vocal music made it utilitarian, instrumental music was by definition ethereal and free from worldly concerns. In this new aesthetic, the absence of situated text that was once instrumental
music’s limitation, was now transformed into a strength that allowed for the elevation of the medium (and its listeners) to transcend the tangible world toward the intangible, noble Truth. For
formal qualities of instrumental music from this point on, instrumental music took on a higher prestige than choral music,
and music as a whole was elevated .
Formalists would further this argument, stating that music’s
meanings come from the sound structures themselves and theorists argued that for a work to be transcendent beyond a mere
mortal’s mundane thoughts, the composer himself must be reified to justify relationships between this concrete world with
the infinite Truth, or the demi-god composer with his tangible
score. A new venue was required for these new works. In the art
world, museums were reconceived from places of private learning to collections of fine art, where they are framed, away from
human context, to be contemplated upon. The musical equivalent of this was the concert hall .
Wind band music today is primarily performed in concert
halls, usually in university concert halls, which is an embodiment of the detached, mindful contemplation of music that is
divorced from everyday contexts. For the remainder of the
paper, I will retrace the history of wind bands through the lens
of the work-concept, showing how the wind band world has
been bound to an ideal it takes for granted to be the Truth. This
servitude determines the limits of what is considered to be a
“work”, as well as how the band community treats artifacts of
works, such as the score, and the relation of each actor to the
other (composer, score, conductor etc.) .
Harmoniemusik (c.1750-1830)
Citing Whitwell’s 1969 article, Battisti states that when reviewing the history of wind band, one can either consider band to be
derivative of military bands, with “the works of Mozart, Berlioz,
Gounod, Strauss, etc.” to be peripheral or vice versa . This perspective frames the wind band world into bands (and their
music) that are either functional, or serious. This is a simplistic
view that even Whitwell distances himself from in his later
books. Whitwell’s newer books show a more complex history of
civic, court, military, and church bands .
There is agreement, however, on Harmoniemusik being a
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significant point of origin for wind bands. Harmoniemusik is
music of paired oboes, clarinets, horns and bassoons that began
around 1750 in Germany. Mozart, Beethoven and other “great”
composers composed this music for the courts . Given the ambition of being taken seriously, choosing Mozart and Beethoven
as a point of heritage could give a Music an instantaneous nobility and greatness.
As we associate composers with abstract music, we can understandably forget that Harmoniemusik, like other music composed at the time, was functional and not composed for
contemplation. This was a time when patrons dictated the conditions, lengths and instrumentation of pieces, and received substantial credit for their production. As such, patrons owned the
music and its distribution rights, not the composers. Unlike
today, these pieces were not to be considered for their aesthetic
beauty centuries later as “works”, but rather composed for the
moment, with the possibility of never being heard again .
The French Revolution (1789-1799)
The next significant milestone in wind band history is the
French Revolution, in particular, the formation of the National
Guard and the music they made. Members of the Guard later
founded the National Conservatory of Music in Paris, helping
institutionalize and begin to standardize the instrumentation of
wind bands. Bands were expanded in size and the quality of
compositions was raised. This was a lateral jump, with the attention shifting from court ensembles to the military. While it is
acknowledged that these ensembles played for functions and
that the music was predominantly transcriptions and arrangements of popular and folk music, a thread of continuity is explained by the continuation of pieces written by famous
composers such as Cherubini and Gossec . The implication is
that the French military bands and Harmoniemusik are of the
same lineage because of the quality of “works” being created.
American Civic Bands (c. 1800-1950)
Next, wind band historians jump from French military bands,
across the ocean to the American civic bands of the mid-1800s,
again, as if they are of direct lineage. Perhaps a more direct
lineage would be through the English military bands that
played in North America. While Battisti notes that orchestras
and bands shared players and repertoire (operas, dance music
and marches) , three bands in particular are noted: the Gilmore
Band, the Sousa Band and the Goldman Band. In addition to
being commercially and artistically successful bands, these three
are likely chosen to illustrate a perceived development of
artistry over time.
Gilmore is noted for being unbelievably entertaining (culminating with his 1872 World Peace Jubilee including an orchestra of 1000, band of 2000 and chorus of 20,000) . Sousa
is known as the “March King”, but he still performed a lot of
“serious” works, although they were mainly transcriptions of
orchestral works. This situates him as a bridge to the Goldman Band that was known for its use of professional players
from the New York Philharmonic Orchestra and its mission to
raise audience standards of performance excellence and musical taste through the performance of original, “serious” works.

It seems implied that Goldman was responsible for bringing the
band indoors to the concert hall, performing serious works on
January 3, 1948 .
“Serious works” of the 20th Century
In the first edition of the Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, Kappey delivers both a stinging indictment of the state of
wind band music and a challenge that would be met within a
few decades. Note below the belief that functionality and artistic expression are parts of a fixed sum, where the increase of
one comes at the expense of the other:
The connection of the bands with the military service,
by which simple utility is placed in ‘the front rank,’
whilst that of art is relegated to the ‘rear column,’ lies
at the root of the evil. To the same cause may also be
ascribed the state of the literature of wind-instruments,
consisting mainly of dance music of the trashiest kind,
or operatic arrangements of more or less merit…. We
may however indulge the hope that wind-bands… will
at no distant period rise outside the military atmosphere… then perhaps the composer will also arise who
with broad brush will lay on the colours of tone-pictures of a new order, which at present are still hidden
in the future.
Holst’s First Suite in Eb (1909) and Second Suite in F
(1911) are credited as being the first two original, “serious”
pieces for wind band. His good friend at London’s Royal College of Music, Vaughan Williams, would follow with his classic
band masterpieces English Folk Song Suite (1923) and Toccata
Marziale (1924). Though composed for military bands, these
pieces were written as “art” pieces, not to be marched to .
Many other composers followed suit, including Jacobs,
Grainger, and Hindemith. Hindemith encountered resistance
from German and Australian band directors who rejected
changing the band’s purpose from functionality towards artistic contemplation. This frustrated Hindemith and Schoenberg,
who had the philosophy that serious works have an inherent
aesthetic value, that students would be able to absorb though
exposure to them .
Band Organizations and Standardizing Instrumentation
While other famous composers dabbled in writing serious
works for winds like Stravinksy, Varèse, Berg and Walton, a

Wind band music today is
primarily performed in concert
halls, usually in university concert
halls, which is an embodiment of
the detached, mindful contemplation
of music that is divorced from
everyday contexts.
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Members of the Guard
later founded the National
Conservatory of Music in Paris,
helping institutionalize and
begin to standardize the
instrumentation of wind bands.
movement was beginning to help more composers write more
works for the band. In 1928, Goldman founded the American
Bandmasters Association (ABA) and the College Band Directors National Association (CBDNA) was founded in 1941 to
advance “the college band as a serious and distinctive medium
of musical expression”.
In Europe between 1948-9, two committee meetings of the
International Committee for the Standardization of Instrumental Music (CIMI) strove to accomplish what the title says. As
each country had its own unique development of bands, there
were as many variations for instrumentation as there were
bands. CIMI sought to bring the uniformity of the orchestral
world to the band, to help composers write pieces that could
then be played many times by many different bands .
The standardization of band instrumentation was supported by both the CBDNA as well as the ABA . Not everyone
would agree however, and in September of 1952, Fennell
founded the Eastman Wind Ensemble, and re-envisioned the
way bandleaders thought about their medium.
The Eastman Wind Ensemble (1952) and Commissions
While other band directors were trying to unify their instrumentation for the composers’ ease, Fennell went the opposite
direction and created a basic skeleton of instruments (basically
one per part from the standard concert band) but encouraged
composers to orchestrate as they saw fit, adding or subtracting
instruments and players to create the tone colours they so desired (as the orchestral world was doing at the time as well).
This drew the attention away from transcribers and arrangers
who were important in the first half of the century, back towards composers. To advertise his new mission, Fennell sent out
letters to about four hundred composers telling them of his new
ensemble that they could now write for .
This shift was a final separation from the concept of band
as a functional ensemble to a vehicle for artistic contemplation.
Goldman wrote, “the band never existed purely for the purpose
of making music; it invariably was formed and made music for
some specific need or occasion… the orchestra, on the other
hand, has been shaped by composers, and composers are the
most important musicians” .
A great number of commissions have since been made for
composers of all backgrounds to write for the wind band
medium . From 1975 to 1989, the goals of commissions shifted
from increasing the body of literature to the “creation of works
20 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

that would join the body of great musical literature” . In particular, an effort has been made to court past winners of the
Pulitzer Prize in hopes of an original band piece winning a
Pulitzer Prize, thereby signifying that band works, and by extension, the field of band music as a whole, are “serious” and
thus to be regarded with respect .
The work-concept has become so entrenched that it is
taken for granted that bands play serious music in concert halls
now. The regulatory effect of the work-concept needs to be acknowledged and critiqued so that we can come to understand its
effects and meaning .
The Quest for Respect
The band world’s obsession with developing a body of literature of “serious” works is an effect of the work-concept. When
trying to decide whether music is a pursuit worthy of honour
and recognition, we have to answer questions about the fundamental nature of music itself. As Goehr argued so well in her
book, musicians concluded in the 1800s that music (instrumental music in particular) was of value because its sound structures could be free of text, and thus free of the binds of this
world, thereby becoming a transcendental medium for its listeners. This serious music was in stark contrast to the functional
and frivolous music of commoners and common life .
While it is understandable how band history gains from
drawing a lineage to composers considered to be God-like such
as Mozart, the reality is that early wind music (like other early
music) was not free of functionality. The band world has
retroactively imposed meaning onto its history, and severed itself from the functionality of parades, marches and dances, in an
effort to tie it to serious music of the concert hall, thereby justifying the value of bands and the value of its musicians. The understandable desire to be treated with respect is thus obfuscated
by the noble quest for higher artistic “works” . This is understandable, given that the band community has always faulted
the functional history of band for its lack of respect from the
larger musical community peers .
An obsession with image and reputation has ruled the band
world’s collective psyche. Past-president of the CBDNA Fitzgerald stated, “We cannot afford to perpetuate the concert band in
the musical tradition of the town band… unless we are willing
to accept the musical reputation that was associated with it” .
When Battisti wrote about the accomplishments of a generation
of conductor-teachers, he noted how they “advanced the artistic image of wind bands/ensembles” . McBeth noted that Fennell’s decision to call his new ensemble a “wind ensemble” was
very wise, acknowledging, “that the word ‘band’ was a four-letter word to many serious musicians” .
Hunsberger felt that this new ensemble placed a responsibility upon the audience “to discard past prejudices regarding
wind music and wind performers as second class musical citizens”. Duker disagreed with the resultant trend of directors to
name their ensembles “wind ensembles”, explaining, “Changing our name will not in and of itself improve our organization
nor gain the respect of musicians”. The belief is so entrenched
that the American Bandmasters Association (ABA) has as one of
its objectives, the establishment of “a higher standard of
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artistic recognition” for the band and the World Association of
Symphonic Bands and Ensembles (WASBE) has as its first priority “to promote symphonic bands and ensembles as serious
and distinctive mediums of musical expression and culture” .
It should be noted though, that band musicians are not
imagining their inferior status. Debussy cuttingly stated:
American (band) music may be the only kind which
can find a rhythm for unspeakable cake-walks. If so, I
confess that at present this appears to be its sole claim
to superiority over other music… and Mr. Sousa is indisputably its king .
Schuller felt that by commissioning top composers, bandleaders would “eliminate the misbegotten notion by some that
wind band music is music of a lesser stripe, composed by lesser
composers, and thus performed by lesser musicians” . There is hope
that some progress has been made though. McBeth acknowledged
that from the 1980s to 1990s, the number of composers writing for
the wind band increased significantly, and attributes this to an acceptance at the university level of band as a “viable artistic
medium”, and encouraging students to study the repertoire” .
Moving Onwards
To move forward in a productive manner, it is necessary to recognize how the wind band world reached its current status.
Though it has developed criteria for defining what constitutes a
piece of “serious artistic merit” , it needs to recognize that despite this modernist approach, wind band has a history that was
once very functional, and not composed for its own sake. As
Mozart composed on behalf of his patrons for specific festivals
or occasions, some composers write for education.
There is a concerted effort to disparage composers of publishing companies that write for high school students, and they are
correct in their assessments that the music is repetitive, formulaic
and often banal . However, their works are not written to be held
aloft as classics centuries from now, but to address a particular
musical issue that students need to learn. It is easy to criticize educational music, but it makes as much sense as critiquing an etude
for it’s repetitive use of a scale and it’s lack of artistry .
From the perspective of academia, where students come in
with technical and musical skills already at an advanced level,
it is easy to forget how these skills were developed and nurtured.
Although Kirchoff implores that there should be a greater connection between university and K-12 teachers , university

It is easy to criticize
educational music, but it makes
as much sense as critiquing an
etude for it’s repetitive use of a
scale and it’s lack of artistry.

professors would be wise not to attempt to impose the standards
of universities onto elementary schools.
Kirchoff acknowledges what Battisti calls a band “ghetto”
, but where they would both find answers (and recognition) outside in the orchestral, operatic and choral world, I would suggest that the solution lies elsewhere.
The quest for a Pulitzer Prize is dubious and should be
abandoned, given that with the benefit of decades worth of
hindsight, even the great works of Duke Ellington were not recognized by the foundation (only his life). Husa’s Music for
Prague, 1968, (considered a milestone in band repertoire) was
looked over for his String Quartet No. 3 instead. In fact, to date,
no composition for wind bands has ever been awarded the
Pulitzer . Despite the prestige and esteem given to the adjudicators (Copland, Dello Joio and Lowens that year), one must consider that all musicians have a bias towards certain music and
against others . The Pulitzer may not be a good measurement
of musical quality, but it could be used as a measurement of how
the image of band works fare in comparison to stringed works.
It is also notable that Pulitzer Prize winning pieces are not considered to be part of core repertoire !
Battisti pleads that the award criteria should focus on the
musical quality of the piece, regardless if the piece was written
for large or small ensembles, or serious or popular music etc. .
This brief glimpse of a post-modernist view is rare in the band
world, but leads me to my conclusion that bringing the importance of the audience back is the solution.
In his book Musicking , Small explores the concept of
music as a verb and questions the meaning of relationships between all participants, and the relationships to those relationships (audience, score, composer, performer, conductor etc.).
How do people relate or find meaning in wind band repertoire?
In 2005, attendance at “classical” music concerts in Canada was
at 10%, half that of popular music or the theatre . As the band
world continues to appeal to “sophisticated musical audiences
and professional music critics” they will lose out on the larger
audience, the other 90% , and it must be noted that the 10% is
inclusive of all classical concerts. One can only imagine what
small fraction of these concerts are actually band concerts performed in university auditoriums!
To preserve band literature, Battisti argues for repeated performances of the same works to the same audience at the same
venue to combat the perception that there is no canon, or body
of core repertoire . Works, after all, need to be exposed to the
public every so often – forever- to be preserved past the initial
performance . Perhaps more professional wind bands need to
be formed, but who would attend their concerts? As Fennell
looked back to Harmoniemusik for a new conception of a wind
ensemble, perhaps the solution lies in looking back to a time
when music was functional and had a direct meaning for the
audience members . After all, marching bands are very popular
in America where football is viewed religiously (a circular return to music-making, pre-“work-concept”).
Even in orchestral concerts and classical radio stations,
there is a very limited range of compositions performed, as is
implied by the expression that they only play “Mozart to
Mahler” and they do not have a concerted effort to commission
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new pieces like the band world. Established repertoire has meaning to the audience and they can relate to it in ways that they
cannot to the flurry of brand new wind band compositions. The
band medium, however, does offer composers a unique opportunity to reach out to audiences as Schuman theorized, if only
audiences were listening .
Finally, by abandoning a modernist paradigm (and its goal
of acceptance by musical and academic peers), there is a chance
that the band world can catch up to the rest of the world in a
post-modern society and accept that sometimes people do not
prefer the more expensive wines or Ligeti or Persichetti (even
when they truly appreciate them). There is certainly room for
Shakespeare and Star Wars; room for Stockhausen and Snarky
Puppy. Even if music critics or orchestral musicians are not
ready to wake up into the Twenty-first century and abandon an
ideal that is “antiquated, fetishistic, fallacious, and bourgeois” as
Brendel argues , it should not mean that the band world needs
to stay behind as well, trying to “catch up” to the 1800s. It is
time to acknowledge these chains, sever them, and move on.
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music and health / la musique et de la santé

Enhancing Self-Esteem
in the Music Classroom
Amy Clements-Cortés & Shulammite Chow

Abstract – In today’s Music and Healing Column we have chosen to highlight how music engagement in the classroom can
augment self-esteem. This paper will provide background information on self-esteem and its importance for mental wellness and success. A discussion will follow on how music
therapy interventions and active musical engagement through
specialized programs may also augment: 1) emotion regulation,
2) resilience, and 3) identity and self-image of participating individuals. Final thoughts and implications for music educators
are provided.

Introduction
Self-esteem is an important aspect of mental health and can influence student attitudes toward success in the classroom and
beyond. In school-aged children, there has been a documented
decline in self-esteem as children mature into adolescents; however, music interventions have proven to be a protective factor
as positive social experiences instil confidence in individuals. In
particular, active music engagement can additionally improve
emotion regulation, resilience, and foster identity and self-image
in adolescents, while facilitating social acceptance and a sense of
belonging in a nurturing community.
Self-Esteem
Self-esteem falls under an umbrella of interchangeable terms explaining an individual’s understanding of themselves, such as:
self-concept, self-efficacy, self-worth, self-identity, self-awareness, and self-acceptance. Branden (2006) defined self-esteem as
“the disposition to experience oneself as being competent to
cope with the basic challenges of life, and as being worthy of
happiness” (p. 238). In his concept of self-esteem, Branden
speaks of six pillars that are fundamental in achievement. These
are defined as practices to improve overall quality of life: to live
consciously, to be self-accepting, to attain self-responsibility, to
initiate self-assertiveness, to live purposefully, and to live with

personal integrity. These practices must be grounded in reality
and used toward accepting ownership of one’s actions as well as
in establishing a firm belief in their ability to succeed in purposeful tasks. These continuous constructs aid self-confidence
and in building self-esteem over time so that one’s sense of self
remains in a healthy cognitive and emotional state and continue
to improve in everyday life.
The Importance of Self-Esteem
In children and adolescents, low self-esteem is associated with a
higher risk for mental health illnesses such as: depression, eating disorders, anxiety, and suicidal tendencies; as well as social
issues such as: antisocial behaviour, difficulty in sustaining and
forming close relationships, violence, substance abuse, school
failure, and teenage pregnancy (Rickard et al., 2012; Culp,
2016). These issues are present in the school system, as students
continue to shape their identities and sense of self through social interactions with peers. As children and adolescents are in
the school system for a large portion of the day, it is crucial that
students are provided adequate support through engaging in activities such as active music making to enhance and protect their
self-esteem in the classroom.
Group music therapy and participatory music making provide a safe and positive environment for students to build confidence and self-esteem through consistent social interactions.
These programs target the development of social acceptance and
provide opportunities for success through supported learning
while using music as a tool and interactive experience for students. Enhancing self-esteem with the use of music therapy interventions and active musical engagement through specialized
programs will also improve: 1) emotion regulation, 2) resilience,
and 3) identity and self-image of participating individuals.
Emotion Regulation
Emotion regulation is a developmental factor for school-aged
children, and can be addressed and explored through social and
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Group music therapy and
participatory music making provide a
safe and positive environment
for students to build confidence
and self-esteem through consistent
social interactions.
emotional learning. Social and emotional learning targets behaviours, cognition, and emotions – three things that have a significant impact on self-esteem. By targeting these areas of
learning in music engagement, students demonstrated a higher
sense of self-efficacy, a better sense of community, and improved
prosocial behaviours (Zins & Elias, 2006, p. 234).
Linking social and emotional learning with music is foundational in music therapy interventions and can serve as a foundation for active music engagement in the classroom. Learning
from the discipline of music therapy and goals in music therapy
interventions for the treatment of emotional and behavioural
disorders Sausser & Waller (2006), encourage self-expression,
and the reinforcement of cognitive skills to enhance participants’
self-esteem These goals, however, are only attainable in a nurturing environment when opportunities are provided for participants to actively engage in successful musical and social
experiences. Music interventions can also increase the social
connection with the school community in alienated youth and
produce positive attitudes toward peers (Faulkner et al. 2012).
Furthermore, self-esteem influences an individual’s coping
mechanism and ability to regulate emotions in situations that
may induce stress and anxiety. Each individual’s coping mechanism for stress and anxiety is directly influenced by one’s psychological, social, and emotional health. By promoting
interventions for enhancing self-esteem, students can remain
motivated and find positive coping behaviours while utilizing
group music therapy as a social support system. Music in enhancing self-esteem provides a foundation for healthy cognitive
and emotional states that leads to helping adolescent students
come to terms with self-identity and self-expression. Moreover,
music interventions in group settings can provide many prosocial opportunities for students, and can alter negative associations to self-worth by creating a toolbox of skills of students to
regulate their emotions.
Resilience in Overcoming Obstacles
Resilience in overcoming obstacles stems from an individual’s
sense of self and one’s belief of their skills and capabilities. Devroop (2012) focused on the effects of ensemble participation of
economically disadvantaged students from South Africa. Students participating in the study were involved in performance
ensembles, which also improved academic scores in math and
reading, and elevated verbal, cognitive, and spatial reasoning
24 | CANADIAN MUSIC EDUCATOR

skills (Devroop, 2012). Due to the strong implications of music
providing an avenue for students to excel academically, Devroop
(2012) utilized active music engagement as a protective factor
against declining academics for students with economic and social challenges. Participants also reported increased levels of perseverance beyond the scope of the instrumental music program,
and enhanced levels of self-esteem, optimism, and happiness.
While group music making can target social behaviour, it
can also promote resilience as students work toward a common
goal. Students reported higher academic motivation and educational aspirations, a stronger commitment to shared values, better problem solving and planning skills, and a greater effort to
achieve goals through active music making (Zins & Elias, 2006).
Consequently, group success and contributions in group work
resulted in enhanced self-esteem and self-efficacy as students attained confidence and began to value their abilities in group settings and their capabilities to work individually. By striving to
motivate students intrinsically, the effects of enhanced self-esteem will provide further opportunities for goal-setting and
achieving success in the classroom and beyond.
Identity and Self-Image
Identity and self-image are aspects of self-esteem that are essential in the developmental process as students age and mature.
High self-esteem is associated with positive self-image, and may
also influence students’ psychological wellbeing and ability to
execute musical skills (Culp, 2016). Students may portray themselves in various ways: some which are positive and can enhance
self-esteem; and those that are negative, in which case, may restrict their capabilities and aspirations. Improving self-esteem
in creating an environment where students have access to accomplishment and ownership of their learning is essential, as
the link between music and emotions in feeling successful is crucial in building confidence. Specifically, Shin (2011) states that
it is vital for students to receive praise and encouragement specific to their capabilities from different groups of people such as
family members, friends, and teachers. Encouragement and
praise, when rooted in reality and truth, allows for students to
realize their potential and value in a social setting, which extends to understanding their identities in a societal context.
In adolescent years, identity crises are common, and may
manifest into anxiety and difficulty in consolidating a sense of
self. Shipley & Odell-Miller (2012) refer to the tendency for
adolescents to lean toward avoidance in consolidating a sense of
self rather than self-reflection, as there is an inner conflict between the need for individuality and the desire to be accepted by
other. Music interventions can allow for self-expression in activities such as songwriting and can encourage self-reflection
through passive music interventions and relaxation techniques
in consolidating self-identity.
Suggestions for the Implementation of Music Interventions
in the Classroom
In the classroom, music can be an avenue for self-expression,
social cohesion, and enhanced self-esteem in an environment
where students are receiving support from the teacher and
from peers. For example, participation in the specialized music
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program created by Rickard et al. (2012) became a protective
factor in student self-esteem, as the frequency of lessons and
interventions provided ample opportunities for students to
excel, take on leadership roles, improve group work, and facilitated social cohesion between students. School music programs can benefit students’ emotional health and self-esteem,
as teachers can help students realize their psychosocial competence and academic potential through quality music programs and encouraging participation in ensemble and musical
extracurricular activities.
Moreover, social and emotional learning when placed as a
priority in the classroom can foster and enhance self-esteem as
well as a student’s belief in their capabilities in goal setting,
achievement, and their role in group settings. Each student’s
contribution to the classroom through participation, discussion, and performance is invaluable to the learning environment in the classroom, and should be appropriately
acknowledged and encouraged in fostering positive self-esteem
of children and adolescents.
Implementing music interventions and creating frequent
opportunities for students to engage in active music making in
groups in the classroom are essential in enhancing self-esteem.
Specific recommendations in fostering an inclusive classroom
atmosphere include: understanding that self-acceptance is only
achieved when learners participate in meaningful learning, providing challenges for students in increments of difficulty while
allowing students to set achievement goals and to modify such
goals as needed, creating a safe space for students to learn by
drawing on positive associations with learning, and placing a
focus on individual student improvement (Covington 2006).
Examples of music interventions in classroom settings that
educators can implement the following: 1) songwriting in representing musical interests and the use of language to explain
or process emotions and meaningful experiences, exploring
rhythmic textures through adding percussive instruments and
sounds, and integrating kinaesthetic movements through dance
or choreography as a means of self-expression (Culp, 2016). 2)
Lyric analysis of songs to provide an outlet for students to identify and express current feelings of self-worth in their environment, as teachers and peers can provide the social support that
students may be lacking at home (Hillier et al., 2012). In particular, teachers can promote social interactions in the classroom
by continuing to provide opportunities for interpersonal interactions between students, for example: using peer partners, mixing students in an inclusive classroom, allowing time for
conversing and discussion by providing topics for conversation,

While group music making can
target social behaviour, it can
also promote resilience as students
work toward a common goal.

and creating performance opportunities where students can
work together toward a common goal (Darrow, 2014).
Placing a focus on fostering a safe space for students to
learn music in a positive and meaningful way, in which students
are not criticized for their “mistakes,” but rather are given opportunities to improve and to view these “mistakes” as learning
opportunities that contribute to their resilience in attaining goals
is vital in group music making. Music teachers have the capability to influence students’ self-esteem by carefully crafting the
words used to address and to critique student behaviour and
performance in promoting social and emotional learning in the
classroom. Placing an importance on social and emotional learning for all students in the music classroom will positively affect
each student’s trajectory in setting goals in life, while truly believing they will attain success in life beyond the classroom.
Final Thoughts
Active music making in promoting positive social environments
has proven to enhance self-esteem and improve emotion regulation, resilience, and the identity formation of school-aged children and adolescents. The music classroom is an environment
that can be created to fully support students in a social context
so that students can continue to excel and build their self-esteem in their crucial years of development. The importance of
social and emotional learning can be realized over time as students transform into confident individuals with a stronger grasp
on consolidating their identity as functioning members of society. A healthy perception of self-image is vital, and music educators and music therapists can foster a safe environment where
students can excel and achieve success while being supported
socially by peers. Music educators and music therapists are
working toward a common goal – in utilizing music to improve
self-esteem and the social and emotional learning of school-aged
children. Perhaps it is time to advocate for increased collaboration between music therapists and educators to enhance the
tools to focus on social and emotional learning – particularly in
enhancing self-esteem of students in the music classroom.
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Precis - Dans la chronique Music and Healing, nous avons choisi
de souligner l’apport de l’engagement musical en classe pour rehausser l’estime de soi. Cet article fournira des renseignements
généraux sur l’estime de soi et son importance pour la santé
mentale et la réussite. Il décrira ensuite comment des interventions de musicothérapie et un engagement actif en musique dans
le cadre de programmes spécialisés peuvent également favoriser

la régulation émotionnelle, la résilience ainsi que l’identité et
l’image de soi des individus ciblés. Enfin, quelques réflexions et
implications pour les enseignants de musique sont fournies.
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reﬂective practice

Teach What You Do Not Know
Katherine Fraser

Abstract – Where can we find inspiration to teach and explore
the unfamiliar aspects of provincial music curriculum documents? Try thinking of leading your students instead of instructing. Experiment with technology, composition,
improvisation, or other areas that may be less comfortable for
you. When we become highly trained music specialists within
any particular pedagogical approach, it is possible that we may
become blinded by our own expertise; teaching the same things
the same ways. Instead of teaching what we already know, we
may need to learn and grow alongside our students. Without
this leap of faith, we may be left just ‘walking’ through our professional development...or sometimes not moving at all. In summary, just go for it!
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What should you teach? Should you start with what you
know…or not? Could you start with what your students know,
and might want to know more about? Is it possible to start with
less familiar aspects of the curriculum requirements, aspects that
require a level of confidence that as a music educator and musician, you are capable of learning and exploring? This year I
have been thinking about the idea of teaching what you don’t
know. Do we only teach what can do, or do we also teach what
we cannot do?
I was trained as a classical violinist (Sevcik studies and Bach
Partitas), yet I now love to experiment with electronic pedals
plugged into my violin. There is an uncertainty in this trial-anderror process that feels like getting lost in a forest and taking
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I believe that leading,
motivating, enriching, modifying,
organizing, and cheering are
so much more important
than playing bar chords.
the time to appreciate the trees (of course, with my iPhone
shoved deep in my pocket). Teaching repetitive rehearsals geared
towards a high music festival mark, or double checking the
fastest route to a polished piece, doesn’t always leave room for
not knowing something – or – for growing.
I start each school year by playing my violin. Admittedly, it
feels like I am showing off (demonstrating my musical proficiency), but then we talk about how I became an accomplished
violinist. The answer; practice, practice, love of music, and more
practice. We talk about how I also play the piano, guitar,
ukulele, drums, etc., but that I am not as good on these instruments because I haven’t practiced as much. The students know
that in Guitar Club I work beside them to prepare for a show.
Other teachers, parent volunteers, and a few senior students
play guitar better than I do, and yet I don’t feel bad leading because I believe that leading, motivating, enriching, modifying,
organizing, and cheering are so much more important than playing bar chords. A grounding in musical knowledge along with
these essential teaching abilities should allow us to experiment
more with unfamiliar areas of music education.
I need to keep my music lessons fresh and interesting, for
myself and for my students. I do my best to stay relative...and
‘hip’. My first lesson in the 2016/17 school year was about The
Tragically Hip’s final tour. Their song Fiddler’s Green is age appropriate, has four easy guitar/ukulele chords, and generated a
lot of shared personal anecdotes and good discussions about the
power of performances. To prepare for this lesson, I taught myself to sing and play Fiddler’s Green and then sang it with my
classes. Eventually some students in my classes will be able to
sing and play it better than I can, but this doesn’t bother me as
it is a sign of progress.
As music educators and musicians, I believe that we all have
the ability to teach a lesson on bebop, Miley Cyrus, double
fugues, or cello thumb position playing technique. The internet
can provide assistance, along with your students. You can combine these rich resources. Ask your students open-ended questions and freely admit that you are learning beside them. Your
students do not need you to know all of the answers, but they
do need you to lead, motivate, enrich, modify, organize, and
cheer. With your class, share what you find and then determine
the next step. Try celebrating music not only with a concert performance, but in other ways as well: a webpage posting, a hallway mural, a YouTube tutorial, a school Open House, or
perhaps a letter home.

Participate in New Initiatives
Two years ago my Grade Six students and I embarked on an adventure with seven other schools in the Toronto District School
Board (TDSB) called “Continuum in the Classroom.” This collaborative outreach project with the Toronto-based contemporary chamber music ensemble Continuum, began in 2012 and
has now engaged over 4500 elementary and secondary students.
Students used Garageband to record and compose sounds
around their school. The pieces were then transcribed by Canadian composer Chris Thornborrow, and performed by the contemporary music ensemble, “Continuum”. We suggested
revisions after seeing a video of the first rehearsal, and then attended the performance of our works. I asked my students what
they thought about having me lead them without expertise in
technology or composition, one student answered, “It gave us
the freedom to take the music whichever way we wanted allowing us to be more creative in our music making true to ourselves.” So many unknown aspects at the beginning of this
project led to so many discoveries at the end. Without a leap of
faith, we’re left just walking...or sometimes not moving at all.
Perform music from home
Three times a year my students and I enjoy, “Sharing Music from
Home” lessons. Students prepare performances for a show-andtell style class and know that I will insist on respectful listening
from their peers. One day, an anxious, quiet Grade 6 student
came to class with an electric guitar and led us in a sing-a-long
of “Wonderwall.” Another girl organized a Mariachi band, with
full choreography. These lessons enrich my teaching. I discover
who takes private lessons, who might be able to fiddle with me
in a show, and which pop songs the kids can all sing along to.
Students learn from each other and often get together the day
before to share their music. My students also know that I am always looking for good songs and band recommendations. If they
take the time to write down the song title on a sticky note, I will
take the time to look it up. This is my favourite way of winning
over a reluctant music student. Talking about favourite music in
the halls often leads to making music in the classroom.
Improvise
On my music room wall, I painted two student quotes from a
unit on active listening and improvisation: “Improvisation is like
freedom” and “Improvisation is like a party in my music and
mind.” This is an excellent example of inspired teaching of what
I did not know. Prior to teaching my first unit on improvisation,
I had very little formal training, professional development, or
professional experience in this area. I began with Schafer listening exercises and Orff pentatonic scales. Improvisation allows for creativity in both music planning and playing. Students
brainstormed ways of sharing their music improvisation in a
concert setting, resulting in adaptive lessons. Our concert consisted of a live soundtrack to a Charlie Chaplin film, a skit with
instruments “speaking” the lines, a graphic score live interpretation, and student gesture-conducted improvisations. Improvising while music teaching is a source for professional
inspiration and work-satisfaction, especially on days with no
prep time, recess duty, choir at lunch, and a meeting after school.
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During a recent lesson one of my Grade 4 students started to
talk to me about his love of the band, Caravan Palace, and I
shared his excitement for the Parisian group, especially their
piece Jolie Coquine. I then looked at the rest of the class talking
amongst themselves and the precious 40-minute period slipping
away and told him it was time to get to work. He replied, “Ms.
Fraser, you start to talk about cool things but then you always
get down to business.” How true! As music teachers, we sometimes experience limitations with what we can cover, accomplish, and take on during the amount of time we have with our
classes. I would suggest that despite such restrictions we should
not feel limited in how we cover music curriculum and pay attention to what we feel we cannot teach.
Summary
When I teach strings (my main instrument) I feel like I’m going
to bubble over with information, technical advice, and personal
stories. I stand in front of my students and speak far too quickly,
barely stopping for questions. I am sure I lose many of them.
Some days I feel as though the lesson was a failure because I
had so much more to teach them or because their playing technique is not improving quickly enough. Ironically, my technical
strength and extensive experience as a violinist might actually be
my weakness as a string teacher. Perhaps I did not start my
teaching career with the goal to be the type of music teacher I
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am today, but here I am. Where are you at professionally? Or,
maybe more importantly, where are your students at musically?
Precis - Où peut-on trouver l’inspiration pour enseigner et explorer les aspects inconnus d’un programme de musique provincial? Avec vos élèves, pensez à guider au lieu d’instruire.
Expérimentez la technologie, la composition, l’improvisation ou
d’autres facettes qui vous sortent de votre zone de confort.
Quand on devient un spécialiste en musique hautement qualifié
dans une approche pédagogique particulière, il est possible
d’être aveuglé par notre propre expertise, c’est-à-dire d’enseigner
constamment les mêmes choses de la même manière. Plutôt que
d’enseigner ce que nous connaissons déjà, nous pourrions apprendre davantage et se développer aux côtés de nos élèves. Sans
cet acte de foi, notre développement professionnel risque de
ralentir, voire stagner. En bref, allez-y!
Katherine Fraser holds Bachelors degrees from Queen’s University, and
a Masters of Music Education from the University of Victoria. She has
taught classroom music in Calgary, Victoria, and Montreal. Currently, Ms.
Fraser teaches K-6 music in the Toronto District School Board. She is also
a professional violinist and violist.
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